These guides will provide you with useful information and resources that you will need to support your studies. The guide will contain links to the

1. **Library Collection**

   To access the library collection click on the link given below
   
   http://27.106.65.244/w27/
   And search using Title/ Author name/ Keyword

2. **E-Books from EBSCO**

   URL: [http://search.ebscohost.com](http://search.ebscohost.com)

   Id: bmncollege
   Password: Library@20

3. **Databases relevant to the subject area**

   - ACM Digital Library
   - IEEE Xplore Digital Library
   - dblp computer science bibliography
   - Microsoft Academic
   - Springer Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS)
   - Compendex and INSPEC
   - arXiv
   - Synthesis Digital Library of Engineering and Computer Science (Morgan Claypool)
   - ASTM Standards & Engineering Digital Library
   - Inspec (Ei Village 2)
   - CiteSeer
   - Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS)
   - Springer Book Series
   - SpringerLink (full text journal articles and electronic books)
   - Taylor and Francis ebooks
   - CoGPrints
   - ProQuest (Multiple Databases)
   - SPIE Digital Library
   - Wiley Online Library Journals and eBooks
   - Web of Science
   - NTRL (National Technical Reports Library)

4. **LIST OF JOURNALS**

   - SEN  ACM SIGSOFT Software Engineering Notes
• TCS  Theoretical Computer Science
• SCP  Science of Computer Programming
• Performance Evaluation
• JLAP  Journal of Logical and Algebraic Methods in Programming
• Information Sciences
• IP Information Processing Letters
• Information and Computation
• Artificial Intelligence
• TSE  IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering
• TSC  IEEE Transactions on Services Computing
• LMCS  Logical Methods in Computer Science
• Journal of the ACM
• CSUR  ACM Computing Surveys
• IJFCS  International Journal of Foundations of Computer Science
• FMSD  Formal Methods in System Design
• SoSyM  International Journal on Software and Systems Modeling
• JAIR  Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research
• LITES  Leibniz Transactions on Embedded Systems
• ToSEM  ACM Transactions on Software Engineering and Methodology
• TECS  ACM Transactions on Embedded Computing Systems
• STTTT  International Journal on Software Tools for Technology Transfer
• TR  IEEE Transactions on Reliability
• Acta Informatica
• FAoC  Formal Aspects of Computing
• RTS  Real-Time Systems
• FI  Fundamenta Informaticae